Portrait Marathon | Important Information
* Deposits are not refundable. If you can't show up, your deposit will be applied as a credit for a future
shoot or the next Portrait Marathon.
* Final payment will be collected the day of the photo shoot. A digital receipt will be sent in exchange. We
accept cash, checks and credit/debit card payments.
* If you're booking a space as a gift, please make sure to write this in the comments section of the booking
form. I will be contacting you for further details.
* A digital contact sheet with unedited/watermarked proofs will be sent for the client to pick the final
pictures. Images included in the contact sheet are only for the purpose of picking the final images to be
retouched.
* A preview collage will be sent along with the contact sheet for the client to approve retouching. There will
be a maximum of 2 revisions (if necessary). After the final images are delivered no more revisions will be
allowed.
* Contact sheet will be delivered in 2 business days. Final images will be delivered in between 5 to 10
business days.
* Final images are going to be delivered through a DROPBOX link by email, These will be edited, full sized,
and without a watermark. Unedited images will not be delivered.
* The package has a set of retouched final images included. For additional retouched images there’s a fee
of $20 per image.
* Backdrops available: WHITE, DARK GRAY, BLACK, WINE, AQUA, MUSTARD YELLOW, SALMON, and
GREEN. If interested in another color It can be available with an additional fee of $30
* Please arrive at your designated time (don’t be late). Session times are very carefully allocated and we can
not wait for late arrivals, we will continue with the next client.
* Please arrive with your outfit option(s) already picked out, fresh clean face and cleaned/dried hair if hair
additional service is selected.

Please contact Elaine if you have any questions to info@elainetorresphotography.com

www.elainetorresphotography.com

